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Our adorable MoonBag Monkey has an exciting announcement over the PA 

system today!  

“With adorable charm comes great responsibility”: Guiding us through the 

384,400,000-meter voyage from Earth to the Moon, gently welcoming 

humanity to its celestial embrace.


The last crewed mission to the Moon was Apollo 17, taking place between 7 

and 19 December 1972. The overloaded cuteness has empowered him to 

repeat history 

The MoonBag Monkey and the adorable crew have put in tireless effort, day 

and night, even through the crypto winter, to construct this incredible feat of 

engineering: a Saturn V rocket. 

The cheeky Monkey is absolutely convinced that this rocket surpasses 

anything Elon Musk is crafting at SpaceX in Texas, by a long shot! 

The confident Monkey's secret? It's all in the fuel that propels the Saturn V 

rocket—MoonBag coins!. 

Get ready for the 'Journey to the Moon's Core' with our meticulously crafted 

MoonBag Presale plan. Fasten your seatbelts, grab some bananas, and if 

you're 25+, add a dash of beer. Let's go to the moon!  #LFG

Prologue



MoonBag isn't just another meme coin; it's your rocket to the moon and 

beyond. Dive into a world where crypto meets cosmic dreams, and every 

coin holds the promise of stellar rewards. Join a community that's more than 

just holders—it's a family of lunar explorers, united by a passion for 

innovation and a quest for financial freedom. With MoonBag, you're not just 

investing; you're launching into a universe of possibilities where every 

journey is an adventure and every step takes you closer to the stars. 

Why MoonBag?



Our mission is clear: to revolutionize the crypto meme space by creating a 

coin that's not just another meme project but a gateway to a new era of 

financial empowerment. We're on a mission to make crypto accessible to 

everyone, from seasoned investors to first-time buyers, by offering a 

platform that's user-friendly, secure, and packed with opportunities. Our 

goal is to build a strong community of like-minded individuals who believe in 

the power of blockchain technology to change lives. With MoonBag, we're 

not just reaching for the moon; we're redefining what's possible in the crypto 

universe. 

MoonBag's Mission



For far too long, meme projects have launched with insufficient liquidity, 

leading to drastic price drops upon launch. This often results in losses for 

investors due to heavy dumping. MoonBag tackles this issue head-on by 

implementing a strategic approach. During the presale, we ensure a robust 

amount of liquidity, is divided into manageable portions to maintain stability. 

After the initial liquidity provision, our buyback and burn strategy kicks in, 

designed to significantly increase the coin's value over the following 3-6 

months. This demonstrates our commitment to price appreciation post-

launch. Moreover, we prioritize ongoing marketing efforts beyond launch to 

foster a loyal and stable community, ensuring the project's longevity. 

Additionally, our smart contract will be renounced, making MoonBag a fully 

community-led movement in the future. 

MoonBag's Solution: 
Liquidity, Sustainability, 
and Community Growth



Owning MoonBag coins is like holding a ticket to the coolest party in crypto 

land! You don't just get early dibs on the fun; you're also in for a wild ride of 

rewards. Imagine staking your coins at 88% APY and watching your stash 

grow while chilling with our awesome community. Plus, you'll score VIP 

access to exclusive events and epic airdrops. But wait, there's more! Being a 

MoonBag holder means you're part of the squad shaping the future of 

crypto. It's not just about coins; it's about being part of something big, bold, 

and totally out-of-this-world!

What Rewards Await 
You Beyond Early 

Access?



At MoonBag, our launch strategy revolves around ensuring ample liquidity, 

totalling approximately $3.5 million. To achieve this, we'll divide the liquidity 

into six parts. Initially, we'll kick off with $1 million in liquidity on launch day, 

providing a solid foundation for trading and stability.


Following the launch phase, we'll progressively add the remaining $2.5 

million in five steps, each step contributing $500,000 to the liquidity pool. 

However, it's important to note that all liquidity injected after the launch will 

be dedicated to a buyback and burn strategy. This approach serves two 

critical purposes:


Price Stability and Growth: By injecting liquidity incrementally and utilizing it 

solely for buyback and burns, we aim to stabilize the price and foster 

gradual, sustainable growth. This strategy helps prevent sudden price 

fluctuations and enhances investor confidence in the coin's long-term value.


Increased Coin Scarcity: With each coin burn, the supply of MoonBag coins 

decreases, leading to increased scarcity. This scarcity, coupled with rising 

demand due to the buyback strategy, creates a positive feedback loop that 

can potentially drive the coin's price higher over time.

MoonBag’s Launch 
Strategy



This buyback and burn strategy will unfold over a period of 3 to 6 months 

post-launch. It's a deliberate and calculated approach to ensuring a healthy 

and thriving ecosystem for MoonBag, driven by continuous efforts to 

enhance the coins value and investor returns.



The journey from planet Earth begins with the 'Rocket Fueling' and 'Lift Off' 

stages, culminating at the 'Descent and Landing' stage. 

In the grand finale, as humans set foot on the moon, they'll realize that 

MoonBag coins, once mere rocket fuel, are now more precious than the 

lunar dust they stand on. 

As they return to Earth, those with MoonBag coins will have transformed 

into the next-gen crypto millionaires, all thanks to our intrepid Cute 

MoonBag Monkey for leading this cosmic venture! 

We will always be indebted to his cuteness and brave initiative. 

Journey to the center of 
the moon

 WARNING: OUR MOONBAG MONKEY IS ADORABLE TO THE 

EXTREME. BUT HIS VOCABULARY? LET'S JUST SAY, IT'S AS 

COLORFUL AS A RAINBOW. SO, UM, BE READY FOR SOME FANCY 

LANGUAGE. APPRECIATE YOUR UNDERSTANDING! 



Fueling the Rocket 

Alright, fellow space cadets! Buckle up and prepare to power up the Saturn 

V rocket! We're talking about 950,000 gallons of rocket fuel here! But how 

do we fill 'er up, you ask?


It's simple – for every 100 MoonBag coins you grab, we're adding a gallon of 

top-notch rocket fuel to the tank! (100 $MBAG = 1 Gallon).


That's right, folks – your MoonBag investment isn't just launching us to the 

moon; it's the very fuel propelling our journey!


Once we've sold 95,000,000 MoonBag coins – boom! Tank full, engines 

roaring, and we're set for liftoff into the crypto cosmos! 

As for the price tag on these cosmic fuel coins? Hold tight, because at this 

stage, each MoonBag coin is valued at a humble $0.00002!

I. Initial Presale

 Mission Target: Fuel Up the Rocket with 950,000 gallons of juice


 Fuel Required for Mission: 95,000,000 MoonBag coins



Lift-Off – 10% Of The 
Journey

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

Alright, human! The MoonBag Monkey has given us the green light! The 

Saturn V rocket's engines are roaring, launching us into the great beyond. 

And guess what? Your MoonBag coins are the fuel for this epic journey. 


For every 100 MoonBag coins purchased, the rocket moves 1 meter closer 

to our lunar destination. Our mission? Covering a whopping 38,440,000 

meters – that's 384,400,000 MoonBag coins to fuel our cosmic ride 10% 

towards the moon. 


And the kicker? Each MoonBag coin is a steal at just $0.00005 during this 

phase – a bargain for a ticket to the moon! 

 Profit Alert: Adventurers who've soared from the first fueling stage 

are now reaping a 150% profit boost. And don't forget, coins snagged 

in this stage are primed for a 100% increase onto the next stage price! 

II. Stage 1



Vertical Ascent – 20% Of 
The Journey

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 Onwards and upwards! The adorable MoonBag Monkey takes command 

of the Saturn V rocket, rocketing past Earth's atmosphere like a true 

pioneer. 


Every meter gained on our lunar path is fueled by 100 MoonBag coins. 


We're eyeing 38,440,000 more meters to conquer – that's 384,400,000 

MoonBag coins ready to launch us further. And with each coin priced at just 

$0.0001, it's a steal of lunar proportions!

 PROFIT ALERT: Explorers who've reached the vertical ascent from 

the first fueling stage have clocked in a 400% profit! And don't forget, 

coins snagged in this stage are primed for a 30% increase onto the 

next stage price! 

III. Stage 2



Pitch Maneuver – 30% Of 
The Journey

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 The cuteness overload empowers the MoonBag Monkey to steer the 

Saturn V rocket, aligning its trajectory with the lunar expanse with 

impeccable finesse. 


Each meter we traverse towards the moon is powered by 100 MoonBag 

coins, propelling us further into the cosmic unknown.


Our path ahead spans another 38,440,000 meters in this phase, requiring 

the sale of 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins to maintain our celestial voyage. 


And at a coin price of $0.00013, it's akin to investing in lunar treasures with 

every transaction!

 PROFIT ALERT: Adventurers who've reached the pitch maneuver 

from the first fueling stage have seen a staggering 550% profit! And 

don't forget, coins snagged in this stage are primed for a 15.38% 

increase onto the next stage price! 

IV. Stage 3



Stage Separation – 40% 
Of The Journey

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 As the Saturn V rocket sheds its expended stages, the atmosphere of 

excitement among MoonBag coin holders ignites like a volcanic eruption. 


With each stage separation, the rocket sheds weight, propelling us ever 

closer to our lunar goal. 


For every meter conquered on our lunar odyssey, 100 MoonBag coins propel 

us forward.


To reach our targeted distance of 38,440,000 meters in this phase, the sale 

of 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins is crucial. 


At this critical juncture, each coin holds significant value, priced at $0.00015 

– a modest investment for a monumental leap toward our lunar dreams!

 PROFIT ALERT: Pioneers who've reached the stage separation from 

the first fueling stage have witnessed a remarkable profit surge of 

650%. And don't forget, coins snagged in this stage are primed for a 

33.33% increase onto the next stage price! 

V. Presale Stage 4



Main Engine Cutoff - 
50% Of The Journey

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 As the main engines of the rocket's first stage shut down, signaling the 

end of the initial burn, our journey through space continues with the aid of 

MoonBag coins. 


For every meter traversed on our cosmic voyage, 100 MoonBag coins play a 

crucial role. 


To traverse this stage successfully, we must distribute 3,844,000,000 

MoonBag coins, each valued at $0.0002 


The Monkey's words echo: "Let's maintain our momentum and push onward 

together!"

 PROFIT ALERT: Adventurers who've reached the main engine cut-

off from the first fueling stage have experienced a phenomenal profit 

surge of 750%. And don't forget, coins snagged in this stage are 

primed for a 50% increase onto the next stage price! 

VI. Presale Stage 5



Second Stage Ignition – 
60% Of The Journey  

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 With the ignition of the rocket's second stage engines, our spacecraft 

continues its trajectory toward orbit, much to the impatient excitement of 

the cute Monkey. 


For every meter advanced toward our goal, 100 MoonBag coins fuel our 

journey. Our mission's backbone remains strong: to distribute 

3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins, ensuring our trajectory stays on course.


In this phase, each MoonBag coin boasts a value of $0.0003, propelling us 

towards new frontiers in the galaxy.

 PROFIT ALERT: Explorers who've reached the second stage ignition 

from the first fueling stage have just earned a staggering profit of 

1,400%. And don't forget, coins snagged in this stage are primed for a 

66.67% increase onto the next stage price! 

VII. Presale Stage 6



Trans-Lunar Injection – 
70% Of The Journey 

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 As our Saturn V rocket achieves orbit around Earth, the adorable Monkey 

gears up for a Trans-Lunar Injection burn, ramping up velocity and breaking 

free from Earth's gravitational pull, charting a course for the Moon. 


In this cosmic phase, every meter we cover towards the lunar surface is 

powered by 100 MoonBag coins. 


Our target: to distribute 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins, each coin holding a 

value of $0.0005, igniting our journey to unprecedented heights. Things are 

heating up now! Let's Fu*King Go to the Moon! 

 PROFIT ALERT: Pioneers who've reached the trans-lunar injection 

from the first fueling stage have just soared with a profit of 2,400%! 

And don't forget, coins snagged in this stage are primed for a 40% 

increase onto the next stage price! 

VIII. Presale Stage 7



Mid-Course Corrections – 
80% Of The Journey

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 As we voyage towards the Moon, the adorable Monkey is on duty for 

mid-course corrections, fine-tuning the trajectory of our Saturn V rocket for 

a perfect lunar rendezvous. 


In this leg of our cosmic voyage, every meter traversed towards the lunar 

surface is powered by 100 MoonBag coins. 


Our mission goal: to distribute 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins, each valued 

at $0.0007, marking our course towards potential wealth. Let's make it big, 

folks! WAGMI!!!

 PROFIT ALERT: Trailblazers who've reached the mid-course 

correction from the first fueling stage have just soared with a profit of 

3,400%! And don't forget, coins snagged in this stage are primed for a 

57.14% increase onto the next stage price! 

IX. Presale Stage 8



Lunar Lander 
Preparation – 90% Of 

The Journey 

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 Amidst this epic journey, a lunar lander has been primed for action. 

Hearts race as we near the final stretch - just 38,440,000 meters left to 

conquer! 


A successful acquisition of 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins at $0.0011 paves 

the way for the Monkey to unveil the lander upon touchdown. 


Our adorable Monkey will oversee the separation and descent of the lander, 

bringing us closer to touching down on the moon's surface. 


The moment is near! The cute MoonBag Monkey declares: we are on the 

brink of making F*cking history!!!

 PROFIT ALERT: We've unleashed the lunar lander, and all holders of 

MOONBAG coins from the fueling stage have just experienced a 

whopping 5400% profit! And don't forget, coins snagged in this stage 

are primed for a 81.82% increase onto the next stage price! 

X. Presale Stage 9



Descent & Landing – 
100% Of The Journey

 Mission Target: Cover a total distance of 38,440,000 meters


 Fuel Required for Mission: 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins

 The final stretch of 38,440,000 meters, and we're about to touch down 

on the moon's surface. 


Successful acquisition of 3,844,000,000 MoonBag coins at $0.002 per coin 

will enable the MoonBag Monkey to execute the landing and deploy the 

lander. 


The Monkey will usher all MoonBag coin holders onto the lander, ushering in 

a wave of financial freedom and emotional fulfillment. 


What was once a dream to rewrite history has now become a stunning 

reality. Our footprints join those of Neil Armstrong. Remember: "with great 

cuteness, comes great responsibility".

Investing just $200 USD in the initial stage of the MOONBAG presale could grow your 

investment to $20,000 by the final stage and a whopping $30,000 upon listing. 

Incredible, right? All thanks to our adorable MoonBag Monkey! 

 PROFIT ALERT: We've officially landed on the moon! Holders of 

MoonBag coins from the fueling stage are now celebrating a 

phenomenal profit of 9900% & almost 15,000% on listing price.! And 

don't forget, coins snagged in this stage are primed for a 50% 

increase on the listing price!   

XI. Presale Stage 10



Quick Presale Overview
Here is the overview (a quick recap) of the MoonBag coin Presale 

The listing price of the MoonBag ($MBAG) coin after presale is set at 

$0.0030

Presale Stage Target
Fuel Required


(MoonBag Coins)
Interpretation  Price

Rocket Fuel  950,000 Gallons 95,000,000 Coins 100 coins = 1 Galon  $0.00002

Lift-Off 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins 100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.00005

Vertical Ascent 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins  100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.0001

Pitch Maneuver 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins 100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.00013

Stage Separation 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins 100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.00015

Main Engine Cutoff 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins  100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.0002

Second Stage Ignition 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins  100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.0003

Trans-Lunar Injection 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins  100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.0005

Mid-Course Corrections 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins  100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.0007

Lunar Lander Preparation 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins  100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.0011

Descent & Landing 38,440,000 meters 3,844,000,000 Coins  100 Coins = 1 Meter $0.002



WHY MOONBAG TO 
THE MOON? 

It's not solely about profits; it's about enjoying the journey, forging bonds, 

and daring to dream boldly. With our adorable Monkey at the helm of the 

Saturn V, there's no telling how far we can reach.

 15,000% ROI in Presale


As seen in our voyage to the moon's core, those holding MoonBag coins 

from the "fueling" stage will experience a whopping 9900% ROI in the 

"Landing" phase. Imagine, even before the coin goes public, your bag will be 

bursting with gains!

 Cute Monkey Magic


The Saturn V rocket is under the guidance of an adorable Monkey in our 

cosmic journey, steering us through the galaxy with irresistible charm. With 

the cute Monkey at the forefront, every MoonBag holder becomes a part of 

an epic tale, brimming with joy, thrill, and, undoubtedly, lunar-scale profits!



 Zero Tax


The adorable Monkey declares: no taxes here. He's on a mission, a mission 

to guide MoonBag coin holders to the moon. He's got your back, hence, "NO 

FU*KING TAX" is the rule. Trade freely without the burden of heavy tax 

payments.



 Staking During Presale 


The adorable MoonBag Monkey says, "Enough talk. Let's get to work!" You 

can start staking your MoonBag coins right after purchasing them at any 

stage of our lunar journey. The Monkey has made staking a breeze, offering 

an impressive 88% APY on your staked MoonBag coins.


All you have to do is lock up your $MBAG coins during the presale stages, 

kick back, and watch your bag grow bigger with each lunar stage passing 

by.
 

*Please note: MoonBag coins earned through staking will be vested for a 

period of 3 months after the presale ends. You'll continue earning coins 

until the day of release.



 Contract Renouncement  


Here's the most exciting aspect of this cosmic journey: even before you 

blast off, the MoonBag contract will been renounced, guaranteeing 

transparency and security from the instant you hop on board this adventure.


It's just you, a charming Monkey, a stash of MoonBag coins, and a vast 

expanse of moon dust ready to be conquered! So buckle up, fellow 

travelers, because with MoonBag Coin, the sky isn't the limit—it's merely 

the start of an incredible voyage to the moon! 

CONTRACT ADDRESS: 

0xa7F4195F10F1a62B102bD683eAB131d657A6c6e4



 Lunar Ambitions


MoonBag Coin isn't your typical cryptocurrency – it's your boarding pass to 

the moon and beyond! Each MoonBag in your digital wallet isn't just digital 

currency; it's your ticket to an adventurous journey, exploring new realms of 

prosperity.



 Meme Magic


MOONBAG, as a meme project, encapsulates the essence of internet culture 

by merging humor, innovation, and community spirit into a digital marvel.


Every MoonBag holder contributes significantly, be it through sharing 

memes on social platforms or championing our mission to reach the Moon, 

crafting the storyline of our celestial voyage together!



 Community Approval


The Ethereum community resembles a large, cheerful troop of apes, eagerly 

backing projects like MoonBag. Among us are banana-loving developers, 

enthusiasts, and investors, all rallying behind our journey to propel the 

Saturn V rocket to the moon. As of the Whitepaper's publication, there are 

an estimated 500K to 1000K daily active Ethereum addresses. 

ETHEREUM AS ROCKET 
ENGINE 

The Saturn V rocket stands as a pinnacle of advanced engineering, 

meticulously crafted by our adorable Monkey to overcome the complexities 

of space travel. Yet, at its core, the engine compartment runs on Ethereum.


Ethereum isn't merely a component; it serves as the pulsating heart of our 

lunar expedition, furnishing the framework and backing essential for turning 

our "Wen Lambo" aspirations into tangible achievements! 



 Rock Solid Armor


Ethereum's fortress-like security keeps our MoonBag community safe from 

any sneaky monkeys trying to illegally board the Saturn V rocket. No rug 

pulls here, folks – just rock-solid security to protect our precious 

community! 



 Interoperability 


Ethereum plays nice with other tokens, coins and DeFi platforms, so 

MoonBag can fly across the cosmos alongside all your favorite crypto 

friends. It's like one big banana party in the space!


With interoperability, MoonBag can seamlessly connect with other projects 

and platforms, enabling us to tap into a wealth of resources, liquidity pools, 

and trading opportunities.



 Scaling At Lightning Speed


With Ethereum 2.0 and other scaling solutions on the horizon, MoonBag is 

ready to handle the wildest storms in space. No more bottlenecking or high 

gas fees – just smooth sailing as we drift across the space.  



TOKENOMICS
The cute Monkey believes that tokenomics isn't just about numbers; it's 

about creating a sustainable and thriving economy within the MoonBag 

community. 


From the distribution and allocation of MoonBag coins to the mechanisms 

governing their circulation and utility, every aspect of our tokenomics has 

been meticulously crafted to foster growth and reward the holders. 

MoonBag Coin Structure

PARTICULAR  DETAIL

Rocket Fuel MOONBAG Coin

Ticker Symbol $MBAG

Contract Type ERC-20

Blockchain Type  Ethereum 

Initial Presale Price $0.00002 (FUELLING STAGE)

Currency Accepted ETH, BNB, MATIC, USDT, BTC, SOLANA, XRP +Many More

Total Maximum Supply  96,337,500,000.00 



MOONBAG Coin Distribution

PARTICULAR  ALLOCATION MOONBAG COINS  LOCK

Public Presale 40% 38,535,000,000 ~

Staking 25% 24,084,375,000 ~

Liquidity 20% 19,267,500,000 2 YEARS

Community Incentive  5% 4,816,875,000 Excess Burned

Referral System 5% 4,816,875,000 Excess Burned

Team 5% 4,816,875,000 1 YEAR

TOTAL 100%  96,337,500,000

“20% of the raised funds in Public Presale will be allocated directly for 

liquidity, 75% used for marketing, and 5% for operational costs". 

 Team Coins Locked


As we embark on this cosmic odyssey, much like our reliable Saturn V 

rocket requiring a defined trajectory to reach the moon, our project seeks a 

clear path to triumph. That's why we've chosen to lock away the team coins.


This action underscores our dedication to the long-term journey. By 

securing these coins, we showcase our unwavering commitment to the 

project's prosperity and our unwavering faith in its boundless possibilities. 



 Liquidity Supplied & Locked


Buckle up for a cosmic adventure aimed at the moon, and get ready for a 

launchpad that ensures a stable liftoff. Our locked liquidity will act as the 

bedrock beneath our rocket's thrusters, guaranteeing a seamless takeoff 

and a steady journey through the stars.


But why lock it away for two years, you ask? It's our way of signaling our 

long-term dedication to this journey. This locked liquidity will not only 

anchors our project's stability but also signifies our unwavering commitment 

to the vibrant MoonBag community.


Additionally, as part of our strategic plan, the liquidity raised during the 

presale will be divided into 6 parts. The first part will be utilized for liquidity 

on listing. However, we anticipate the initial price drop due to non-believers 

selling upon launch. To counteract this, we will gradually repurchase coins 

and burn them, creating buy pressure and locking in the buy pressure by 

eliminating the purchased coins from circulation. This approach is designed 

to enhance the project's value by boosting the price. This process will 

unfold over 3-6 months until all staked coins are released, and the entire 

raised liquidity is provided, ensuring a strong foundation for MoonBag's 

journey to success. 

 Market Making 


Our adorable Monkey friend isn't only skilled at crafting magnificent 

engineering feats like the Saturn V rocket; he's also a wizard at market-

making wizardry!


Under his expert direction, we're collaborating with seasoned market 

makers to ensure our MoonBag coin maintains stability akin to a smoothly 

soaring rocket.


These market makers aren't randomly tossing darts; they're strategically 

executing buy and sell orders across diverse trading platforms. Their goal? 

To keep our MoonBag prices steady and prevent any turbulent fluctuations 

that could veer us off our trajectory.



 Thank you for joining us on this epic journey to the moon and 
beyond with MoonBag!  We appreciate your support and 

enthusiasm. Let's continue to soar together in the crypto universe! 
Connect with us on social media to stay updated and be part of our 

vibrant community. To the moon and beyond! 

https://twitter.com/Moonbag_org

https://t.me/MoonBag_official

 MoonBag.org


